EXECUTIVE COUNCIL[361]

CHAPTERS 1 to 4
Reserved

CHAPTER 5
DEFERRED COMPENSATION PROGRAM
5.1(509A) Administration

CHAPTER 6
HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATIONS
6.1(509A) Administration

CHAPTER 7
DISASTER CONTINGENCY FUND
7.1(29C) Purpose
7.2(29C) Definitions
7.3(29C) Policy
7.4(29C) Program responsibilities
7.5(29C) Eligibility for state disaster loans and grants
7.6(29C) Forms
7.7(29C) Procedures

CHAPTER 8
EXECUTIVE BRANCH LOBBYIST REGISTRATION
8.1(74GA,ch1228) Registration
8.2(74GA,ch1228) Copies to council
8.3(74GA,ch1228) Cancellation of registration
8.4(74GA,ch1228) Lobbyist client reporting

CHAPTER 9
EXECUTIVE BRANCH PERSONAL FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
9.1(74GA,ch1228) Time of filing

CHAPTER 10
EXECUTIVE BRANCH ETHICS COMPLAINT PROCEDURE
10.1(74GA,ch1228) Council authority
10.2(74GA,ch1228) Form and content
10.3(74GA,ch1228) Place and time of filing
10.4(17A,22,74GA,ch1228) Confidentiality
10.5(74GA,ch1228) Formal sufficiency and validity
10.6(74GA,ch1228) Determination of validity
10.7(74GA,ch1228) Order for hearing
10.8(17A,74GA,ch1228) Notice of hearing
10.9(17A,74GA,ch1228) Answer
10.10(74GA,ch1228) Extensions of time
10.11(17A,74GA,ch1228) Informal settlement
10.12(74GA,ch1228) Timeliness of hearings
10.13(17A,74GA,ch1228) Hearing and evidence
10.14(74GA,ch1228) Notification of decision
10.15(17A,74GA,ch1228) Appeal
10.16(17A,74GA,ch1228) Motion for rehearing
10.17(17A,74GA,ch1228) Judicial review
10.18(17A,74GA,ch1228) Decision and order
10.19(74GA,ch1228) Disciplinary action

CHAPTER 11
INHERITANCE TAX PAYMENTS

11.1(450) Authority of executive council
11.2(450) Decedent’s gross estate
11.3(450) Value of property
11.4(450) Prior tax payment
11.5(450) Real property and tangible personal property
11.6(450) Type, use, and purpose of transfers
11.7(450) Political subdivisions
11.8(450) Eligible taxes
11.9(450) Partial payment
11.10(450) Timeliness of application
11.11(450) Notice of donee agencies
11.12(450) Scope of rules
11.13(450) Forms

CHAPTER 12
DISBURSEMENT OF MONEY FROM CIVIL REPARATIONS TRUST FUND

12.1(668A) Eligibility
12.2(668A) Notice of funds
12.3(668A) Applications
12.4(668A) Criteria
12.5(668A) Disposition of applications
12.6(668A) Motion for reconsideration
12.7(668A) Grounds
12.8(668A) Procedure
12.9(668A) Disbursement of money
12.10(668A) Administrative costs